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Abstract. We show that necessary and sufficient condition in order that K- confor-

mal Killing equation is completely integrable is that the Kaehlerian manifold K’
(m > 2) is of constant holomorphic sectional curvature.
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I. Introduction. Let M be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold. Denote
respectively by gii, Ri, Rii R,ii" and R 9JiRii the metric, the curvature
tensor, the Ricci tensor, and the scalar curvature of Reimannian manifold in terms
of local coordinates {zi}, where Latin indices run over the range {1, 2,..., n}.

In M’, a p-form u is said to be Killing, ifit satisfies the Killing-Yano’s equation:

Vioiai2...i, - Via tioi=...i, O,

where V denotes the operator of the Riemannian covarient derivative.
The following theorem is well known:

Theorem A ([1], [5]). A necessary and sufficient condition in order at the
Killing-Yano’s equation is completely inte.Trable is that the Riemannian manifold
M (n > 2) is space of constant curvature.

A Riemannian manifold M" is called a Sasakian manifold if it admits a unit
special Killing 1-form r/with constant 1 such that

Viji 7jgki Tigk, k Vkr[

In a Sasakian manifold M’, a 1-form is called D-Killing if it satisfies the D-
Killing equation of type a:

where c is constant.
Then it is known that

Theorem B ([8]). A neces,ary and sucient condition in order that the D-
Killing equation of type x is completely ineyrable is that the Sasakian manifold M
(n > 3) is a space of constant -holomohic sectional cuature with H 1

We consider the anMogy of Theorem A d B in a Kaehlerian ms’fold, namely,
the purpose of th paper to prove the foHowgs.
Theorem 3.1. If there ezists (locally) a K-conformal Killin9 e-form ui satising
u#i(p) Ci for any point p of a Kaehlerian manifold K (m > 2) and any
constants Ci(= -Ci ), then K is of constant holomohic sectional curvature.

Theorem 4.1. A necessaw and sucient condition in order that K-confoal
Killin9 equation is completely inteymble is that the Kaehlean manifold K (m >
2) is of constant holomowhic sectional curvature.

We shl recall a K-confozm Kng 2-form and an HP-King 1-form 2.
In 3 we shah give the proof of Theorem 3.1. Moreover 4 w be devoted to the
integrabty condition of the K-conformM King equation, that , the proof of
Theorem 4.1 w be ven.
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2. Pleriminaries. We represent tensors by their components with respect to
the natural basis and use the summation convention. For a differential p-form

1
u -..uia...it, dz

il A A dzit’

with skew symmetric coefficients "ttia...it, the coefficients of its exterior differential
du and the exterior codifferential 5u are given by

E(-1)a+lVi.ui(d),...,+ ,... i,+
=

’lt ..i t,i...i:

where V’ 9’V and means i to be deleted.
A Kaehlerian manifold K2’ with metric/7 of real dimension n 2m is

admitting a parallel tensor field bi ’ such that

where we put bji b" 9,i. A Kaehlerian manifold is called of constant holomor-
phic sectional curvature if the curvature tensor satisfies the following equation:

R

In the sequel, we shall consider a Kaehlerian manifold K2m and assume that
rn>lo
Now, we want to recall the operator for differential forms in K2’. Denote by

the set of all p-forms on K2’. The operators r .p -r+l and
are defined by

p

(r),o...,, (-1),.’v,,.... ,,,
tt--O

C=),,...,. ,.’=,, ,,
for any p-form u. For 0-form u0, we defined uo 0. In Kn’, the curvature
tensor and the Ricci tensor satisfy ([21)

where we put Sji #b" R,i.
A 2-form n will be called K-eonformal Killing, if it satisfies

(2.1)

V,ui + Vu,i 2p9,.i p,gi pjgt, + 3(tS,bji + t3b,i), (2.3)

where we put

It is easy to see from (2.3) that

1

= + 2
’)’’ ’ (P)"

By interchanging alternatively indices as k j at (2.4) and adding all
together, we have

du 2r. (2.5)
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Let v# be the vector field obtained from 1-form v vidz by virtue of the metric
tensor field y. Then we have v# (vi). We denote (v#) by the Lie derivative
with respect to the vector field v#. Then we have

where
kj

denotes the Christoffel’s symbols. Let

(v#) kji n+21 [(a6v)6i + (a6v)j5 (d6v), (ed6v)2],

which together with (2.6) safeties that

1
V,V, + ,’,, + 2[(S),, + ()g,, (),, (),,1.

In the following, any 1-form v satfying the above equation is sd to be an

King 1-form.
For an HP-Kng 1-form and a K-conformal Kng 2-form, it is known that

the following holds:

Theorem C ([9]). In a Kaehlerian manifold K, for an HP-Killin9
d6r i a closed K-confoal Killin9 -form.

3. Proof of Theorem 3.1. At first, for a K-conformal Killing 2-form uji, the
following equations hold ([7])"

(3.1)

1
pi + p, (n- 2)(n +4) [(n + 1)(R,’u, +

(3.2)

1
P ’ ( + 2)( + 4) [( + 3)(&". + s",.)

+ (,’R/- ,’).].
where we put

p Vp, V.
Because of (3.2) and (3.3), equation (3.1) is rewritten fonows:

where we put

1

( + 1)(a’, +,,) + (’S; +
+ ( + 1)(a, + a;,), (S" +
( + )(a/, + a,’,), + (/S" +

(3.3)

(3.4)
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1

=(. + 2)(,, + 4) [(" + s)(s," ,. + s’,.) + (,’/-

( + 3)(s’ + s;,) (’R[

(. + 3)(s’, + s,".), (/,"
+ (. + s)(s; + s’..),, +(/
+ (. + s)(s’, + s,’.).i + (@,’,"

By our assumption, we have from (3.4)

where we put

1

3("s" +
(. + )(R,’" + R[" R’" ’)

+ 3(,’S" + S" ’S"

(. + 1)(’t" +
+ S(’S" +

1

2)(. + 4) [(" + s)(s,’s/-

(. + )(,"

+ (. + s)(s;s" -s’s; -s;s" +s’s;)

+ 2(. +

+ 2(. + s)(s,’s"

Transvecting the above equation with 5,z, by virtue of the Bianchi’s identity we

have

1

(.’ 2. + 4)(,s ,s" +
-(. + 1)(s; s" + 2s’)

(, 2)( "+ 2,’)].

If we transvect (3.5) with b#t and regard to (2.1) and (2.2), then we get
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1
(n 1)Rh,," =(n’ 4)(n + 4) [(n3 + 2n’- 4n + 4)

(S.h" S," + .S" S’)
(n3 12n + 4)(gi,R," g,R; +

-(. + )(" , +2s’)

(=- =)R(a" a.[ + ,’)].

Furthermore, contracting the above equation with 5,, if m > 2 we obtMn

R
Rli --gli,

that is, K2" is an Einstein manifold. Substituting this into (3.5), we can easily
get

R

which means that K2’n is of constant holomorphic sectional curvature. Conse-
quently, we complete the proof of Theorem 3.1.

From Theorem 3.1 and C we can get

Cororally. If there ezists (locally) a 2.form (d@v)ji obtained from an HP-Killing
1-form v satisfying (dv)ji(p) Ci for any point p of a Kaehlerian manifold K’
(m > 2) and any constants Ci(= -Cii), then K’ is of constant holomorphic
sectional curvature.

4. Proof of Theorem 4.1. The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem
4.1 stated in 1. Namely we shall show the converse of Theorem 3.1 is true.

In the first place, it is known that

Theorem D ([5]). If a Kaehlerian manifold K’ is a. Einstein ma.ifold, the
associated 1.form Pi of K.conformal Killing .form is Killing, namely,

Vpl + Vipj O.

Moreover, by virtue of (3.3) we find the following.

Lemma 4.1. I] a Kaehlerian manifold K2r" is an Einstein manifold, then tee

have for the associated 1-form p of K-conformal Killing -form u

R
dp ,

(+ 2)

hence, u is closed.

In a Kaetderian manifold K2,n we consider the K-conformal Killing equation as
a system of partial differential equations of unknown function ui. This system is
equivalent to the following system of partial differential equations with unknown
functions uii(= -us) and usii(= -ussj):

(4.1)

Vsui usii, (4.2)
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1

1 1
+ (,- ,), +(-)

1
+ (p ) p+g (4.)

1 1
+(-) + (,-)

1
+ ]( )z +( )
+( )+(+).

We sh show that the system is completely integrble if K is spce of
constant holomophic section curvature.
Fom our assumption, we can eplace (4.3) by the following equation:

R

+ (), +() +()
i(u)s s(u) s(u)s (4.4)

+ gsPi + gPsi + giPs + giP: + gsPi + 3si,

where we have used Lemma 4.1 and Theorem D.
The equation obtned om (4.1) by differentiation:

0, +0 O[2g g g+3(, +)]

is satfied identicy by (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3).
Next, we discuss the integabty condition (4.2):

VVsu VsVui -Rs"u,i Rs"u,. (4.5)

Tang account that Km is s space of constt holomorphic section curvature,
we h&ve

R

On the othe hand, by tue of (4.2) and (4.4), VVsu VtVu becomes the
ight hand side of the above equation. Thus (4.5) holds.
The teabty condition of (4.4)

VVu-VtVs -R,- Res,- R=us,. (4.)
Sce K is space of constant holomophic section curvature, we can get

R
n(n + 2)

[g=su +gu +

gsu gus gtus= (4.7)

2(2, +, , +g,
where we have used (2.4), (2.5), (4.2) and Lemma 4.1.
On the other hand, operatg V to (4.4) and owing to (4.1) and (4.2), we
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obtain
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